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 This is a  release. bug fixes-only Below is the list of addressed tickets.

Analyze alternatives for the current ACE Logger in C++ used in the Logging System. The two main objectives for the replacement of technology 
are:

Obsolescence Management
Logging system performance in C++

MonitoringSyncTool fails with Hibernate 6 due to a change in the JQL/HQL syntaxis to be case-sensitive for entity and column names.

key summary type created updated due assignee reporter priority status resolution

git status
On branch integration/COMMON-2024FEB
Your branch is up to date with 'origin/integration/COMMON-2024FEB'.

git log --no-merges --oneline --reverse origin/master..origin/integration/COMMON-2024FEB -- ACS

71196a15977 (origin/task/ICT-23511) ICT-23511: Updated ACS to 2024FEB version
107d30261e7 (origin/bugfix/ICT-23366) ICT-23366: Fix in column reference for case-sensitive HQL 6

git log --no-merges --oneline --reverse origin/master..origin/integration/COMMON-2024FEB -- ARCHIVE
git log --no-merges --oneline --reverse origin/master..origin/integration/COMMON-2024FEB -- ICD

Legend:

: All tests are passing
: Some tests are failing
: Execution of tests was aborted
: Execution of tests failed

The evolution of ACS tests during development of 2022OCT:

Build Date Status Tests Passed Skipped Failed Coverage (Cpp) Coverage (Java) Coverage (Py) Coverage (Total)

#1 - - - - - - - - - -

Problems Found And Fix Version in This Release

key summary type created updated assignee reporter priority status resolution

 Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.

View these issues in Jira

https://jira.alma.cl/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project+in+%28%22Integrated+Computing+Team%22%29+and+component+in+%28componentMatch%28%27%28%3Fm%29%28%5E12.%29%27%29%29+and+fixVersion%3DCOMMON-2024FEB+ORDER+BY+priority+DESC%2C+key+ASC++++&src=confmacro


Problems Found And Fix Version in Future Releases

key summary type created updated assignee reporter priority status resolution

 Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.

View these issues in Jira

 Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.

View these issues in Jira

https://jira.alma.cl/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project+%3D+%27Integrated+Computing+Team%27+AND+issuetype+%3D+Bug+AND+fixVersion+%3D+COMMON-2024FEB+AND+component+in+%28componentMatch%28%27%28%3Fm%29%28%5E12.%29%27%29%29+AND+createdDate+%3E%3D+%272024-01-23%27+ORDER+BY+priority+DESC%2C+key+ASC++++&src=confmacro
https://jira.alma.cl/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project+%3D+%27Integrated+Computing+Team%27+AND+issuetype+%3D+Bug+AND+affectedVersion+in+%28COMMON-2024FEB%29+AND+fixVersion+not+in+%28COMMON-2024FEB%29+AND+component+in+%28componentMatch%28%27%28%3Fm%29%28%5E12.%29%27%29%29+AND+createdDate+%3E%3D+%272024-01-23%27+ORDER+BY+priority+DESC%2C+key+ASC++++&src=confmacro
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